Wolfgang Küchler: portfolio selection

The Edge, Brighton (1) – from rejection to approval
This scheme was refused planning and I was invited to present options for redesign. The primary
challenges were the site topography – it slopes 15m from NE to SW corners – and prominence: it is
visible from all over Brighton, with listed buildings adjoining.
After looking at many alternatives I recommended a radical “re-iig” of the layout, changing the
entrance levels of block and site access arrangements, to facilitate easy and natural movement
across the site, and provide useable open spaces. An enlarged underground car park was also
included, and block entrances opened up.

BEFORE:
THE REJECTED SCHEME

After a very successful presentation to City councillors (with applause!), this scheme was granted
permission in August 2010, one councillor saying it was a “staggering improvement”.

AFTER:
THE APPROVED SCHEME

The Edge, Brighton (2)
With 95 affordable flats, community room,
playground, roof terraces, underground
parking & public square, the built project won
the ES award for Best Affordable Housing
development in 2014. This standard of
outcome was made possible by a great team
& a visionary client in Southern Housing
Group. Built to CSH level 4, detailing
challenges included the extreme levels across
the site, demanding rigorous tanking details;
the extensive roof terraces, & the threading of
communal heating, MVHR & other services
through the buildings, especially where
layouts could not stack all the way. I
established drafting & auditing protocols for
drawings, and a team division of labour which
allowed for ownership of elements but also
some rotation of experience. I agreed
additional site visits for myself & made sure
that all of the architects and assistants who
contributed came to site too.

Mill Hill Close,
Haywards Heath
14 large apartments & an office for
the ICE Benevolent Fund, in the
grounds of their Harold Turner/
Lutyens-designed Arts & Crafts
estate. I came up with the
concept, taking the same roof
pitches details and similar scale
elements from the historic
buildings but using the shape and
levels of the site to generate a
design stepped in both plan and
section, thus visually breaking up
the larger new accommodation.
Details proposed included two
different decorative brickwork
treatments, lead-roofed bays,
contemporary windows and timber
doors, climbing plants on the
south-facing window-less walls,
balconies and metal flower boxes.
All except the balconies and
flower boxes were retained.
I took the scheme from inception
to early stages of planning,
including a design review at
County Council level. My
colleagues then took it through to
this very high quality of
completion, also using it as the
practice’s first Revit scheme.

The Loft House, Bristol
I designed the conversion of this 1850 Grade II listed
building, and was privileged to lead a small team
through planning and construction.
The key moves were to demolish modern additions to
create gardens that new apartments could look out
onto, remove a stack of WCs to expose historic windows
(making additional flats viable) and adding a small
extension that took advantage of site levels to create
small townhouses.
Challenges included agreeing a retrofit strategy that
met the client's timescale and budget while minimising
moisture risks. I persuaded the client to take on a
thermal consultant who carried out condensation risk
analysis on critical areas.

Greystone House, Bristol
This new block of 32 flats sits on a former car park
adjoining the Grade II listed orphanage converted into
“The Loft House”. I took this from initial design to tender,
then supervised a junior architect who ran it on site, with
my input when required.
Challenges included big concerns from conservation
officers about new flats so near to the listed building, and
later a redesign of the accommodation and energy strategy
to suit a new developer and brief.

The Müller Museum
During construction the listed building scheme was revised to
allow the inclusion of this museum, telling the story of the
orphanages and their founder. I provided the shell design to
the museum’s requirements (bottom row of images, photos
thanks to Müllers and the Bristol Post)
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New Homes, London (1)
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A - Edward Woods Estate: detail & tech design;
concept sketches showing use of demolition spoil to
build hill, creating park with homes wrapped round
B – Southwold: concept (part) detail & technical
design for new flats on Millfields E5
C – Page Road, Hayes: replacement of council
blocks with new houses and flats, integrated by
decorated wall concept: detail & technical design
including small contribution to concept
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New Homes, London (2)
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A - Adastral South, Barnet: redevelopment of
military accommodation to provide new
affordable & private sale homes, community
room & park. Detail design executing concept in
many areas, including “banana” blocks balcony
cladding & roof detailing, designing the “snake”
block & attached mews, and technical detailing
throughout – all as shown in photos.
B - Lingham Court, Clapham: old people’s
home & attached private sale flats, piles
straddling the Northern Line. Detailed design
including design of the “rotating” elevation
shown, based on concept from Steve Fisher.
C - The Packington Estate, Islington:
contributed to strategic & detail planning of
canalside block, adjoining blocks & landscaping
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D – Crystal Wharf, Angel: detailed design of
“crossover” penthouse flats – and threading
drainage through the buildings.
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Selected Other Work
A – High Street Slough: with GFA
B – Archway Leisure Pool: with LBI
C – Carriageworks, Bristol: WK for CWAG
D – Glenfrome Rd, Bristol: WK
E – Bedminster Green, Bristol: WK for BGC
F – Purifier House, Bristol Harbourside: WK
G – Garden City Bristol: RIBA comp WK
H – Prewett Street, Bristol: WK
D
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CREDITS: photos & images in this portfolio by
WK or from AWW, MBA, PTEA, GFA & George Rex

more projects on website:
wolfgangkuchler.design
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